shoestrings:

1. For Those with 150 Ears or Years
   - a time shifting experiment with pulse generation

2. Inside / Outside
   - an audio-visual consideration of our digital and natural environment

3. shoestrings
   - long-form computer graphics animation and animation improvisation

4. Down the Stairs

5. Regular Sensation

6. Empty Words

FEATURING:

Julius Bjornson - violin
Rachel Connor - guitar
Nate Repasz – violin
Evan Scarlet – clarinet
Sean Winnik – saxophone

Adam Johnson – drums
Gabe Greenberg – bass
Jackie Soro – flute & vocals
Rebecca Schisler – viola
Isaac Silk – trombone

Special thanks to my advisor, Ron Kuivila, for once saying something to the tune of “when the adults aren’t looking, you can do something awesome”, to Paula Matthusen, for teaching me that good experimental music is fun as well as thought-provoking and that those things are really not so different, to Weather Underground and it’s webcam users, for providing material for this concert, to Adam Johnson and Gabe Greenberg, for continuously asking me questions about computers, and pushing me to go further and further in developing my abilities, and to my family, for everything else.